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C O M P U T I N G

Inspire a lifelong love of play, design, code, and invention with technology.

Knowsley CLC Primary Computing Scheme of Work 

www.knowsleyclcs.org.uk
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What we want to achieve and why we want to achieve it. 

‘We believe in a computing curriculum that is easy to follow and will 
equip children with the skills and knowledge they need to use 
technology safely and creatively. Computing isn’t a subject just about 
memorising facts and vocabulary words, it's about solving complex 
problems, being able to collaborate with others and learn from mistakes. 
We want children to become independent and to have fun with 
technology while developing 21st-century skills.’


Teaching computing. 

‘We believe in a curriculum that meets the interests of all learners, with a 
range of exciting creative activities and open-ended challenges based on 
the essential requirements of the computing program of study. We also 
ensure children can build on their understanding, as each new concept 
and skill is taught with opportunities for children to revisit skills and 
knowledge as they progress through school.’


‘Each of our activities are organised into a series of hour long computing 
lessons. We like to think of our activities like a story with a beginning, 
middle and an end. We encourage teachers to help the children create 
their own digital learning journals that record their understanding and tell 
the story of the content they create with technology. These journals and 
the content the children create can be collated in a pupil portfolio and 
shared with parents, carers and even social media via tools like Seesaw.’


‘Lastly, in order to deliver a high-quality computing curriculum, you will 
need high-quality resources. With each activity you will have links to 
practical resources, teacher handbook presentations and template 
computing journals for pupils.’
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Step 1: Visit our website and sign in with your school’s username and password. http://www.knowsleyclcs.org.uk/sow-subscribers-only/

Step 2: Choose the year group and the 
activity you want. Select the PDF or Word 
link to open the planning document.

Step 3: Read through the activity 
overview and planning document. Here 
you’ll find links to download all the 
resources required including the teacher 
handbook, which includes everything you 
need to teach the activity and associated 
pupil journal (some units do require the 
children to make their own journals from 
scratch).

Step 4: Download and open the 
teacher handbook. Inside the teacher 
handbook you will find slides to 
present your lesson, tutorial videos, 
additional ideas, vocabulary and 
assessment targets. 

Accessing the computing SOW resources

http://www.knowsleyclcs.org.uk/sow-subscribers-only/
http://www.knowsleyclcs.org.uk/sow-subscribers-only/
http://www.knowsleyclcs.org.uk/sow-subscribers-only/
http://www.knowsleyclcs.org.uk/sow-subscribers-only/
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Ability to work 
independently

Ability to work with each 
other

Resilience and Challenge Creativity Academic Progress

I do not rely on the 
teacher or other children 
for support. 


I can take independent 
notes or photographs at 
appropriate times to 
support my learning.


I am willing to work with 
others.


I share thoughts and ideas 
with the rest of the group or 
class.


I communicate appropriately 
and put forward my ideas 
within a group.


I can give others 
constructive feedback on 
their ideas.

I attempt any task and try 
hard.


I ask relevant questions of 
the teacher.


I engage in different 
activities and small 
competitions, accepting 
and embracing challenges. 


I see difficult tasks as a 
challenge, something I must 
work at and learn from.

I can come up with ideas 
and use these ideas to 
help myself. 


I am keen to express my 
ideas in different ways.


I take other’s ideas into 
account alongside my 
own.


I use a wide variety of 
sources effectively. 

I am enthusiastic about the 
lesson and happy to 
contribute. 


I am keen to improve my 
knowledge and 
understanding.


I understand how to improve.

We believe there are non-negotiable digital skills that children must possess.


• ‘All children must have a basic understanding of coding and how the web works.’

• ‘All children must able to evaluate online information and be social media savvy.’

• ‘All children must understand online safety rules and know how to report and block.’ 

• ‘All children must be proficient with word processing and able to use cloud storage.’

• ‘All children must be able to create visually engaging content/presentations in order to present learning to others.’

• ‘All children must have experience of online collaboration and using communication tools.’

• ‘All children must be taught the concept of personal archiving and possess their own digital portfolio of work.’


We also encourage schools to go beyond these essential digital skills and the computer program of study. When teaching computing, please 
include at least two effective learner objectives to be the focus for the term. These are in addition to the specific objectives in each Computing 
activity. Choose learners who exemplify these qualities to receive the end of unit certificates and computing wow moment cards.


Objectives for all pupils: As you observe and converse with the children about their use of computing you may wish to hand out wow moment 
cards. These can be found on the following page.

Overview of an effective learner in computing



Assessment points/slides in the teacher’s handbook 
for our computing activities.

Teachers assess children’s knowledge, understanding and skills in 
Computing by making observations, through conversations with the 
children during lessons, the children’s computing journal and the quality 
of the digital content they create. Built into the activities are several 
points were the teacher has the opportunity to assess and take stock of 
the children’s progress, then provide feedback. 


Teacher feedback can be face-to-face or using digital ‘marking’ 
strategies such as adding text comments in digital work or adding audio 
of your comments, this is dependant on the school’s own policy. 


These assessment points are also designed for the children to reflect 
and express feedback on their own learning or engage in discussion 
about new concepts. Children are encouraged to be critical of their own 
work and highlight their own next steps.


In the Knowsley Computing Scheme of Work the children build a 
portfolio of evidence as they create their own individual digital Learning 
Journals using Book Creator (alternatively Keynote or PowerPoint). Due 
to the practical nature of Computing, evidence of work undertaken by 
children should be in the form of a photographic record or a screenshot/
screencast of each child’s finished work which can be inserted into their 
journals by the children. These digital books are saved in individual 
folders on the school network or cloud offering each pupil a place to 
store their digital work. Alternatively an e-Portfolios app such as 
Seesaw, Showbie or Google Classroom can be used.
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How to assess primary computing

Understanding of vocabulary Understanding of objectives

Retrieval of vocabulary and 
concepts

Can the child explain to 
others / demonstrate 
success
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evidence for every pupil

What Are Digital Learning Journals? 
The Pupil Learning Journal empowers children to independently 
document what they are learning at school. The power of asking 
children to journal their computing work cannot be understated as it 
plays a big part in improving learners’ attainment and progress.


Keep children engaged in their learning 
Every teacher can recognise the challenge of keeping children focused 
throughout a lesson.  Journaling helps children focus on their learning 
and take ownership of it. By providing opportunities to record or reflect 
at different points in the lesson, learners begin to shift the focus from 
the ‘how’ of computing technology (what tasks to perform), to the ‘why’ 
(reflecting on their own understanding). This keeps them engaged, as 
they are not performing repetitive tasks by rote. Instead, they’ll gain a 
deep understanding of computing concepts by recording their learning 
in their own words.


Help children self-assess and understand their own learning 
An essential component of journaling is freedom: children should feel 
free to use various media and apps, and openly reflect on their own 
struggles, mistakes and successes as a learner. The result? Children 
will steadily develop a strong sense of metacognition — the ability to 
understand how they learn as individuals. It helps to provide a clear 
window into what they understood and how they were making sense of 
the concepts by building on prior understanding or knowledge.

Example of a Pupil Journal created in Book Creator.



Develop higher level thinking skills in children 
Digital journals can help children articulate their thinking verbally as they 
explore logic reasoning and computational thinking. They can quickly and 
easily record verbal discussions (whether in whole-class teaching, in groups 
or as they engage in reflective learning activities) and use this to review their 
predictions with regards to algorithms or programming. This helps to prepare 
children to record their understanding in written form later.


When encouraging deep-level thinking skills why not try to get students to 
think about some of the following when journaling:


“I knew I was right when……” 
“The thing you must remember with this kind of problem is……..” 
“Tips I would give a friend to solve this problem are………” 
“I wish I knew more about……” 
“Could you have found the answer by doing something different? What?” 
“Were you frustrated with this problem? Why or why not?” 
“What method did you use to solve this problem and why?”


Help teachers assess individual strengths and needs 
Journals help children communicate their knowledge about technology, and 
how they feel about the learning environment they are in. By reading 
journals, teachers can evaluate their children’s progress and recognise their 
individual strengths and needs.
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What Are Pupil Portfolios?  
A digital pupil portfolio is a cloud-based collection of your 
children’s work over time. The digital cloud portfolio 
makes classroom learning more accessible to parents 
because they provide a window into their child’s learning. 
A portfolio showcases both achievement and learning 
over time, it can demonstrate growth and knowledge 
within not only computing but all subjects. 


Pupil portfolios encourage children to:


Discuss their own learning with their teachers and 
parents and families.

Learn about online communication.

Helps to set meaningful and realistic targets.

Helps children take ownership over their own learning.

To record their own learning using a variety of media and 
digital content creation.


The children capture their learning with photos, videos of 
their work, or by adding digital creations such as their 
own Learning Journals. Everything gets organised in one 
place and is accessible to teachers from any device at 
anytime. Children’s work can be shared with parents or 
even the world, this gives children a real audience for 
their work and offers parents a personalised window into 
their child’s learning.

Primary Computing Scheme of Work
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Knowsley CLCsThe pupil journal and building a portfolio of 
evidence for every pupil

Example of a Pupil Portfolio in Seesaw.



Digital Literacy Computer Science Information Technology Byte Size & Fun

Y3.1 Online Detectives: 
This activity is designed to 
support children in mastering the 
art of advanced internet 
searching. They will learn new 
tricks to improve their searches 
while they try to solve puzzles 
and challenges.


Assessment: 8, 9, 13, 14, 15

Y3.2 Dancing Robot: 
The children will be using some of 
Scratch Jr’s more advanced 
coding blocks to create their own 
interactive dancing robot game. 
The children will learn the 
important skills of critical thinking, 
problem solving and debugging. 


Assessment: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7


Y3.3 Rainforests: 
The children will explore 
rainforests through new Virtual 
Reality (VR) apps. They will also 
use Augmented Reality (AR) to 
create their own learning games 
for younger children to play.


Assessment: 1, 2, 10, 11

Y3.4 Keyboard Adventures: 
In this activity the children will 
master the art of using a 
keyboard and short cuts with a 
series of fun activities.


Assessment: 1, 10, 11

Y3.5 My Online Life: 
This activity takes place over the 
course of the term. It covers all 
the DFE statutory requirements 
for digital literacy and online 
safety. 


Assessment: 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22

Y3.6 Programming with Robots: 
Robots can be found almost 
everywhere. In this unit the 
children explore the history of 
robots and then get to program a 
robot around a maze.


Assessment: 1, 3, 5, 6, 7 

Y3.7 Be Digitally Awesome: 
This unit is all about ensuring the 
children possess core skills with 
word processing, spreadsheet 
and presentation apps.


Assessment: 1, 2, 10, 11, 12

Y3.8 T-Shirt Designer: 
The children will become 
illustrators and design their own t-
shirts.


Assessment: 1, 2, 10, 11

Y3.9 SMART Rules 
In this activity the children 
discuss the rules of online safety 
and create a class charter to 
promote a healthy digital life.

Y3.10 The Answer Bot: 
Google, Apple and Amazon all 
have their own intelligent 
speakers which you can ask 
questions.  In this activity children 
will learn about AI and databases.

Y3.11 Ancient Egyptians: 
The children will produce a stop 
motion animation based on their 
research into the Ancient 
Egyptians. They will then learn 
about video editing and audio 
production before sharing the 
films.

Y3.12 iMovie & DoInk Green 
Screen 
The children will film and edit their 
first blockbuster movie. They will 
learn filming techniques, how to 
use green screen and editing tips 
and tricks.


Assessment:

Y3.13 Passwords! 
In this unit the children will learn 
all about keeping personal 
information private and what can 
happen if they don’t. 


Assessment:


Y3.14 What Can You Makey 
Makey!: 
In this unit the children will be 
introduced to the creative power 
of the Makey Makey. They will 
create and program awesome 
inventions!


Assessment:

Y3.15 Blogging with Seesaw: 
The children will write book 
reviews, create illustrations and 
learn all about blogging and 
posting online using the Seesaw 
app.


Assessment:

Y3.16 Building in 3D: 
The children will master building 
in 3D as they create some weird 
and wonderful structures.


Assessment:

Mandatory Skills

1 I can troubleshoot when something doesn’t appear to 
be working with my device.

2 I can discuss different types of digital content and file 
types.

Computer Science

3 I can plan, create and debug programs.

4 I can use decomposition to help me solve computing 
problems. 

5 I can use sequence, selection, repetition and 
variables in programs.

6 I can work with various forms of input and output. 

7 I can use logical reasoning to predict and correct 
errors in algorithms and programs. 

8 I can explain how the internet works.

9 I can explain how a search engine works.

Information Technology

10 I can improve the quality and presentation of my 
work.

11 I can create with technology. E.g. 

Video, animation, 3D

12 I can collect, analyse, evaluate and present data and 
information. 

13 I can use advanced search tools.

Digital Literacy

14 I know how to use the internet. 

15 I can analyse information and make accurate 
searches.

16 I understand the need for copyright and the 
consequences of ignoring it.

17 I am aware of what I should be sharing online and 
where to go for help if I need it.

18 I understand that I cannot trust everyone I talk to 
online, that I should be a good digital citizen and 
where to go for help if something upsets me online.

19 I can explain what bullying is and know where to go 
for help.

20 I understand the impact technology can have on my 
health, well being and lifestyle. 

21 I know who I should be sharing information with and 
how to keep my data secure. 

22 I understand the term identity and I can take 
appropriate measures to protect my own online 
identity.

Coming Soon 2019 Coming Soon 2019

Coming Soon 2020
Coming Soon 2020

Coming Soon 2020 Coming Soon 2020

Coming Soon
Coming Soon

Coming Soon
Coming Soon



Computing 
Strand: 
Mandatory 
Skills

Statement

What to Observe in Learning

Working towards expectations Meeting expectations Exceeding expectations 

Essential: 
Age appropriate 
skills for the 
use of core 
devices and 
applications 
within their 
setting.

I can troubleshoot when 
something doesn’t 
appear to be working 
with my device.

The child understands that if they can't 
complete an action with a device, an 
error message may appear on their 
device. 


The child can show independence and 
attempt to fix a problem they may have 
before asking for help. E.g. a website 
isn’t loading. The child understands 
reading an error message may help fix 
the problem. The child can attempt 
some simple steps that may fix the 
error.


For example: 
Ask a friend if they are having the 
same problem.

Is the wifi turned off / are you in 
aeroplane mode?

Refresh the page.

Restart/quit your app/browser.

Restart your iPad/computer.

Are any cables not in properly?


The child knows to watch the battery 
life of a device and can put the device 
on charge.

The child can do the more routine 
digital tasks independently and without 
being instructed. E.g The child can 
mirror/connect a digital device to a 
projector or TV. e.g. Airplay, 
Chromecast or wired. 


The child knows there are more than 
one way to complete a task on a 
digital device and will attempt other 
solutions. E.g. try a different browser 
or app.


I can discuss different 
types of digital content 
and file types.

The child understands that there are 
different types of file types for digital 
content. E.g. book files are different 
from video files.


The child knows how to play video 
content on a device. E.g. that a player 
like VLC or Quicktime is required.


The child understands that every 
graphic they see online is an image 
file. 


The child understands that different 
media has different file types and 
name at least two file types and 
purpose. Eg. Jpeg are image files and 
MP4 are video files.


The child knows how to use digital 
books on a mobile device.


The child can add annotation to a file 
or document.


The child can save/export a document 
in various formats as required and 
explain why.




Computing Strand: 
Computer Science Statement

What to Observe in Learning

Working towards expectations Meeting expectations Exceeding expectations 

(CS) 
Computational 
Thinking: 
Design, write and 
debug programs 
that accomplish 
specific goals, 
including 
controlling or 
simulating physical 
systems; solve 
problems by 
decomposing them 
into smaller parts

I can plan, create and debug 
programs.

The child can explain what an algorithm is and 
give examples. The child understands that an 
algorithm can be used to plan out a program. 
The child can create an algorithm needed for a 
simple task in the form of a flow chart. 

The child can explore an online simulation.


The child can create a detailed flow diagram 
using the correct symbols. The child can turn 
an algorithm into a simple program on a digital 
device. The child keeps testing the program 
and can recognise when it needs to be 
debugged. E.g. the child can create a basic 
game using Hopscotch / Tynker / Scratch / 
Scratch Jr and fix errors.

The child can explain the rules behind the 
simulation and how they can be realistic / 
represent reality.

The child can independently plan, create a 
simple game, fix errors, make improvements 
after testing and explain how they did it to 
others.


The child can use simulations to spot patterns 
and test predictions. 

I can use decomposition to 
help me solve computing 
problems. 

The child understands that decomposition 
means to break an open-ended problem up into 
smaller parts and this will make it easier to 
solve.

The child can demonstrate how they solved a 
problem by breaking it into smaller parts. The 
child can plan out a program and break it into 
smaller steps when tackling the structure, 
incorporating sequencing, commands and 
procedures. E.g. the child can plan what code 
might be required to create a simple game.

The child can recognise that different solutions 
exist for the same problem and can discuss 
alternative solutions.

(CS) Coding: 
Use sequence, 
selection, and 
repetition in 
programs; work 
with variables and 
various forms of 
input and output

I can use sequence, selection, 
repetition and variables in 
programs.

The child can understand that programs are 
made up of sequences of instructions in the 
appropriate order.The child can put 
programming commands into a sequence to 
achieve a specific outcome. E.g. the child can 
use a sequence of coding blocks to make a 
sprite move in Scratch.

The child can create my own sprite in Scratch/
Scratch Jr. The child can add a repeat 
command in a program. The child can refine/
improve a program by using the repeat 
command. E.g. the child can independently 
write programs to draw different regular shapes 
using the repeat command.

The child can create a variable. The child can 
explain why variables are used in programs and 
give examples. Eg. Timer, life counter or points.


The child can create a procedure in Scratch 
(group of commands) to do a specific task, 
draw a specific shape.

I can work with various forms 
of input and output. 

The child can talk about the parts of a computer, 
including inputs and outputs. e.g. keyboard and 
mouse/trackpad or touch screen) and output 
(screen and speakers) for a computer. 

The child when viewing a program can identify 
inputs and outputs. The child can create a 
program that contains inputs and outputs. E.g. 
when a button is pressed the program plays a 
sound.

The child can create a program with multiple 
types of inputs and outputs. E.g. the program 
uses the keyboard, mouse, noise detection as 
the input. The program uses sound, movement 
or text as the output.

(CS) Logical 
Reasoning: 
Use logical 
reasoning to 
explain how some 
simple algorithms 
work and to detect 
and correct errors 
in algorithms and 
programs

I can use logical reasoning to 
predict and correct errors in 
algorithms and programs. 

The child can make predictions about what an 
algorithm will do. The child can make 
predictions about what a program will do. 

The child can detect potential problems in an 
algorithm which could result in unsuccessful 
programming. The child when running a 
program, can describe what went wrong and 
offer ideas on how this could be fixed/
debugged. The programs can be the child's own 
or ones provided for them.

The child can debug problems and confirm that 
they have fixed  them by testing the new 
version of their program. 




Computing 
Strand: 
Computer 
Science

Statement

What to Observe in Learning

Working towards expectations Meeting expectations Exceeding expectations 

(CS) 
Networking: 
Understand 
computer 
networks 
including the 
internet; how 
they can 
provide multiple 
services, such 
as the World 
Wide Web

I can explain how the 
internet works.

The child understands that the 
internet is a network of linked 
computers. The child understands 
that this network of connected 
devices can provide multiple 
services, such as the world wide 
web and email.

The child is able to describe the 
World Wide Web as the part of the 
Internet that contains websites.

The child can send an email and 
understands how this works. E.g. 
the message is sent over the 
internet to other devices.

The child can explain that any 
information has to be converted to 
numbers (binary) before it can 
travel through computer networks. 

The child can create/add content to 
a blog page. The child understands 
that this content is now visible to the 
whole world via the internet.

The child can understand the 
process in which information can 
be converted into a binary code. 


(CS) Online: 
Appreciate how 
[search] results 
are selected 
and ranked

I can explain how a 
search engine works.

The child understands that there 
are billions of web pages on the 
internet. The child understands 
search engines help us find 
information.

The child understands what key 
words are. The child understands 
that search engines try to put the 
most useful websites at the top.

The child can begin to explain why 
certain websites might appear first 
in their searches.



Computing 
Strand: 
Information 
Technology

Statement

What to Observe in Learning
Working towards expectations Meeting expectations Exceeding expectations 

(IT) Harnessing 
Technology: 
Select, use and 
combine a 
variety of 
software 
(including 
internet 
services) on a 
range of digital 
devices to 
design and 
create a range 
of programs, 
systems and 
content that 
accomplish 
given goals, 
including 
collecting, 
analysing, 
evaluating and 
presenting data 
and information

I can improve the quality 
and presentation of my 
work using editing and 
formatting techniques.

The child can create basic content E.g. a digital 
book or presentation containing images and 
text with little or no formatting.

The child can create digital content using a 
range of mixed tools/media to improve its 
design. E.g.  text, graphics and sound to share 
my ideas and learning.


The child can use appropriate keyboard 
commands to amend text on my device, 
including making use of a spellchecker.

The child can can create different effects with 
different technology tools.

The child can evaluate their own work and 
improve its effectiveness.

I can create with 
technology. E.g. 
Video, animation, 3D

The child with support can create content with 
unfamiliar apps or technology.

The child understands what apps may be 
required to complete a task. E.g. Microsoft Word 
to create a document or iMovie to edit a video 
clip. The child demonstrates creativity and 
independence while using unfamiliar apps or 
technology to create content. The child 
understands  the need to create a plan/
storyboard when producing digital content.

For example:
The child can create a well presented digital 
document to retell a story. They can combine a 
mixture of text, graphics and sound to share an 
idea or learning. The child can use an art 
package using various tools to create their own 
illustrations.

The child is beginning to recognise that similar 
icons/features are present within apps and that 
these are consistent across different types of 
applications. E.g. the export/save button, the 
add image button or record button.

I can collect, analyse, 
evaluate and present 
data and information. 

The child can collect, record and organise data. 
The child can discuss the different ways data 
can be organised. The child can use a data 
logger to monitor changes and can talk about 
the information collected. The child can search 
a ready-made database to answer questions.

The child can design a simple questionnaire to 
collect information, and display the information 
in a graph or table. The child can answer 
questions based on the data they have 
collected and present findings. The child can 
add information to a database. The child can 
filter and sort records in a database to answer 
questions.

The child can explain the purpose of a 
branching database. The child can explore a 
branching database to see how it works and is 
structured. The child can make a branching 
database.


(IT) Online: 
Use search 
technologies 
effectively

I can use advanced 
search tools.

The child can use a search engine to find an 
appropriate website. The child is aware that 
Google is not the only search engine.

The child understands that the top results 
are based on things like most popular, 
recently updated and you can filter results 
by adding more detail or using advanced 
tools.

The child can use advanced search tools in 
Google to get better results. E.g. latest 
posted. The child can explain the process 
and why it can be useful.



Computing 
Strand: Digital 
Literacy

Statement

What to Observe in Learning
Working towards expectations Meeting expectations Exceeding expectations 

(DL) 
Technology in 
the Real World 
Understand the 
opportunities 
[networks] offer 
for 
communication 
and 
collaboration

I know how to use the 
internet. (Online Bullying)

The child understands that the internet can be 
used to find information. The child understands 
that the web (www) contains billions of web 
pages. The child understands they need to use 
a browser to access the web. The child 
understands a search engine is required to find 
a website unless you know the address. The 
child can discuss how the internet is used in 
school, at work by an adult and at home. The 
child can discuss how the internet may be used 
for communication. e.g. email.

The child understands that the internet is a 
computer network. The child understands the 
internet can provide multiple services, such as 
the world wide web and email. The child can 
explain a web sites journey from first request to 
appearing on the screen to their partner. The 
child can name the web sites and services that 
they use and create a world map. The child 
knows what a URL is.


The child understands other internet services 
such as streaming video, voice chat (Skype), 
file transfer services (FTP). The child  knows 
how to find out if a website is https.


(DL) Media & 
Content: 
Be discerning in 
evaluating 
digital content

I can analyse information 
and make accurate 
searches.

The child can independently answer questions by 
searching for and using information from a range of 
sources. 

The child can make judgements about the usefulness 
of information. The child can explain the term ‘fake 
news’. The child understands not all information on 
the web is accurate.

The child can explain the process of how to check if 
information is accurate.

I understand the need for 
copyright and the 
consequences of ignoring 
it. (Copyright)

The child knows to ask an adult before 
downloading files and games from an unfamiliar 
site on the Internet.

The child can explain what copyright is and 
why we have copyright. The child knows how 
to recognise copyright material. The child 
knows that to use copyright material without 
paying for it or getting consent is against the 
law.


The child can search for copyright free images 
online to use in their own work. The child 
knows that copying and pasting information 
and claiming it as their work is wrong 
(plagiarism). The child can reference website 
sources.



Computing 
Strand: Digital 
Literacy

Statement
What to Observe in Learning

Working towards expectations Meeting expectations Exceeding expectations 

(DL) Online 
Safety: 
Use technology 
safely, 
respectfully and 
responsibly; 
recognise 
acceptable/
unacceptable 
behaviour; 
identify a range 
of ways to 
report concerns 
about content 
and contact

I am aware of what I should 
be sharing online and 
where to go for help if I 
need it. (Online Reputation)

The child is aware of the SMART rules and 
that they exist to help keep them safe on 
the internet. The child knows that if they 
have concerns or are worried about 
something that has happened online, they 
need to tell someone.

The child can explain the SMART rules about using 
the internet safely and responsibly. The child can 
discuss what personal information is and what they 
shouldn’t be sharing. The child understands that they 
should pause before posting and consider if what 
they are sharing is appropriate, is it respectful and 
would it hurt someone’s feelings. The child can 
explain who they should seek help from about online 
concerns.

The child can discuss the consequences of 
sharing too much online. The child can discuss 
the concept of a digital footprint and how this 
can have a negative effect in the future. The 
child knows to take a screenshot of anything 
they find worrying and understands they should 
discuss it with a trusted adult before doing 
anything else. 

I understand that I cannot 
trust everyone I talk to 
online, that I should be a 
good digital citizen and 
where to go for help if 
something upsets me 
online. (Online 
Relationships)

The child can discuss online ‘stranger 
danger’ and ‘smart doesn’t go’ 
campaigns. The child understands the 
term ‘digital citizen’. The child can 
discuss the adults they trust to help 
them with any online concerns.

The child when presented with various 
hypothetical scenarios makes the correct and 
sensible choices. The child can send and reply 
to online messages, such as email, respectfully 
and understand the difference between online 
and face-to-face. The child is aware of and 
knows how use the safety features of websites 
as well as reporting concerns to an adult they 
trust.

The child understands that some 
online accounts are not real people 
and that these are called bots.


I can explain what bullying 
is and know where to go 
for help. (Online Bullying)

The child understands online bullying is 
the same as bullying in the real world. 

The child can explain what online bullying/
cyberbullying is and some of the forms it can 
take. The child knows how to report any 
concerns and who they consider a trusted 
adult.

The child can send and reply to online 
messages, such as email, respectfully. The 
child is aware how to screenshot messages on 
various devices in order to show an adult.

I understand the impact 
technology can have on my 
health, well being and 
lifestyle. (Health well being)

The child understands that too much 
time spent using technology may have 
a negative impact on their health.

The child understands that they need to have a 
balanced approach to their use of technology. The 
child can make good choices about how long 
they spend online. The child can recognise 
websites and games appropriate for my age. E.g. 
PEGI rating.

The child understands that if they see something 
online that makes them feel unhappy, they should 
discuss this with a trusted adult. The child can 
discuss what a balanced approach to technology 
should look like E.g. Digital 5 A Day - By Children’s 
Commissioner. 

I know who I should be 
sharing information with 
and how to keep my data 
secure. (Privacy and 
Security)

The child can discuss who are the 
trusted adults in their lives. The child 
can discuss what personal information 
is and what is safe to share and what 
isn’t.

The child understands why online accounts need to 
be signed in to and why passwords should never be 
shared. The child can talk about what makes a secure 
password and why they are important. The child can 
label secure and weak passwords. The child can use 
a password security checking tool.

The child knows they need to protect their 
personal information when they do different 
things online and can give an example of 
the steps they take. E.g. never leave an 
account signed in when on a shared 
device.

I understand the term 
identity and I can take 
appropriate measures to 
protect my own online 
identity.  (Self Image)

The child understands that the information they 
put online leaves a digital footprint or “trail.” 
This trail can be big or small, helpful or hurtful, 
depending on how they manage it.

The child can outline what represents an online 
identity E.g. images, username, information 
shared and digital footprint. The child can post 
positive comments online. E.g. give feedback 
on another child’s work using Seesaw.

The child understands that photos can be 
altered digitally. The child can discuss the 
creative upsides of photo alteration, as well 
as its power to distort our perceptions of 
beauty, health and self image.
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